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ACCESS BASED CONSUMPTION IN THE SHARING ECONOMY.

ITALY AND THE MOBILITY SECTOR.

The so-called sharing economy is changing the way we approach to the fruition of goods and service, contributing to the affirmation of collaborative practices, and of access over ownership. It is estimated to be worth $ 3.5 billion¹

Sharing can be defined as:

“The act and process of distributing what is ours to others for their use and/or the act and process of receiving or taking something from others for our use.”²

And all the sharing practices have something in common, all relying on temporary access, non ownership models of utilizing consumer goods and services, and on the Internet to make it possible³. They have found a great ground for diffusion in the increased (online) socialization of younger generations.

Ownership is the traditional pattern of fruition of goods and services, more involving but at the same time with a symbolic value of stability and independence, more convenient and more secure. Belk⁴ believed we are what we own, and Tuan and James before him that we use what we own to strengthen our sense of self. Anyway, it is not a static concept, but it evolves not only during the age of life, but also with society.

Access is gaining acceptance for a number of reasons, from digitalization of the information, affirmation of Web 2.0 and sharing practices, and the economic downturn that is causing younger generations to look with interest at access-based consumption,¹

---

³ Ibid.
practices in which no transfer of ownership take place. Examples of affirmation of access over ownership can be observed in different fields of business and life.

There are 260 collaborative platforms in Italy, even if a research conducted by Romacult revealed that only 13% of Italians have had a try of sharing practices, and four over ten is skeptical about them.

Those also put existing companies in the position of choosing if embracing the phenomenon or fighting it.

The area of focus of the paper will be the mobility field. Issues connected with modern mobility, urbanization and increasing affordability of cars, affect the society as a whole, as well as the citizens at personal level. Using a shared solution, which is proved reduces the number of kilometers travelled and the number of cars on the street, has some main advantages:

- Cost savings;
- Traffic reduction;
- Changes in general mindset;
- Greenhouse gas emissions reduction.

Moving in urban areas may prove to be very difficult, affecting time, health and minds, as the number of cars is in constant increase. Those difficulties are then considered in the light of the alternative: not owning a car, but using a shared mobility system, providing access instead of ownership, and ideally all the benefits of ownership but implying lower, variable costs and less responsibilities.

Sharing mobility systems are seeing an affirmation in Italy. The most popular sharing practices today are carsharing, carpooling and ridesharing, and some of the most successful companies are Car2go, Enjoy, Blablacar and Uber.

---

Carsharing is surely the most adopted system, and even if has been the subject of different definitions, and a distinction can be made between free floating carsharing and peer to peer carsharing, the traits on which there is common agreement are:

- Users are pre-qualified and screened;
- They drive the vehicles by themselves;
- Vehicles are not complicated to operate;
- Usage is billed in time increments, and only sometimes also considering the distance travelled;
- There may be provisions for a sign-up, or anyway a one-time fee;
- Usage can be reserved in advance or casual;
- Vehicles are available in multiple locations on the street;
- Servicing and cleaning are responsibilities of the company, and done occasionally.

A key for them to be successful has been the sponsorship by governments, needing privileged access to restricted traffic areas and to public parking space. Governments both at Italian level (Libro Bianco sulla Mobilità e i Trasporti, investigating the urban sprawl phenomenon as one of the main generators of traffic congestion, and Iniziativa Car Sharing, accounting for the only example in Europe of a program sponsored by the government to promote carsharing, and established to:

- Ensure the development of Italian carsharing services in most important cities and making them a unitary network;
- Guarantee professional standards of service to drivers;
- Promote awareness;
- Ensure interoperability among different services.

) and European level (MOMO Carsharing program to establish and increase carsharing as part as a new mobility culture).

Intuitively, access is an economic conscious solution for a good as a private vehicle, which is rarely used all day long, but instead left on the streets for hours, while still accounting
for a significant fixed expense. In Europe, 80% of cars driven in cities travel around a hour a day and carry an average of 1.2 people⁶.

If this was not enough, variable costs as fuel are increasing while the average income is going down. All said would make reasonable, especially for younger generations, not to purchase a private vehicle. But the abandon of ownership is not guaranteed, as it is not only a custom or an habit: it has symbolic meanings, too. And, we cannot expect it to happen in one day.

To deepen the understanding of the subject, and to have some relevant data about the current trends in mobility sharing systems, I have implemented a survey in February 2015, reaching 200 Italian respondents. Through an analysis of the results, I have tried to paint a picture of mobility habits of Italians (how often they need to move, how many kilometers they need to travel on daily basis and how they usually do so). Moreover, I have tried to have a look at what features (age, city of living or sex) account for the biggest differences in habits and attitudes toward sharing practices.

Intuitively, younger generations should be less bond to traditional vehicle ownership then older ones. They should also be more aware of new sharing practices, as those often involve smartphone and new technologies and has new generations are increasingly social.

Two of the key variables for my research will be:

- The perception of ownership of a private vehicle;
- The attitude toward letting it go in favor of an alternative.

The reason is that those will help me conclude if, in Italy, owning a vehicle is still a concept too deeply eradicated in the culture, or if there is a certain openness toward alternatives. Another interesting point is to look at how much consciousness of sharing practices is in place, the perceived advantages and disadvantages, and the propensity to share the privately owned vehicle.

The survey revealed that those satisfied for how mobility currently works are only the 3%.

⁶ Iniziativa Car Sharing
The general perception of ownership of a vehicle in Italy is still of something you cannot renounce to, but we should not stop to this conclusion. This, because it is worth noticing that the following statement is “something you can renounce to”.

Looking at the results more specifically, I can further conclude that men are those who could renounce more easily. Therefore, if we should build the “typical sharing solution user”, his first feature would be being a male. This is also confirmed giving a look at vehicle ownership (interesting 78% males and 84% females). The second, would be having an age between 31 and 40 years old, also according to the analysis of ways of moving by age, while private vehicle use is concentrated between less than 21 years old and over 40. The 31-40 years old are the ones that own less vehicles (around 60%), and the over 40 the most (100% of the respondents). They are also the ones more bend toward sharing their own vehicle. The first reason that comes to mind, is that in Italy, people tend to begin living by themselves after 30 years old and to have their own job. We can imagine, then, that they will buy a car by their own, and will be no more using their parents’ one. And this expense is carefully considered.

Italians are also a population that moves from home to go to work, in primis, and then for other reasons. The survey reported a 60% of respondents travelling an average of 20 kilometers per day, still largely relying on private means of travel, mostly in Rome. Public transport and walk have been “discovered” especially by Italians living abroad, and sharing practices have their best use in Milan by now.

Concluding, the largest part of private vehicle owners are not satisfied with current status of things. Half of those who own a vehicle would give up, if they had an alternative. Therefore, the fact sharing solutions are not yet widespread in Italy needs to be accounted to other issues, not in the fact that they do not solve a real problem. And, one of them will surely be the lack of a widespread knowledge, even if the general opinion is positive.

Another one, the skepticism that still exists toward sharing generally speaking, for trust issue.
The perception toward sharing practices is then generally positive, ownership is still eradicated in the measure in which for a 40 years old person it just does not come to the mind not having a private owned vehicle, they are just not accustomed to the idea.

But, for younger generations, especially for young people in their 30s, there is greater consciousness of alternative, and a more careful consideration of expenses to be sustained.

A deeper knowledge of alternatives needs to affirm in Italy, and this will probably happen as the user base increases, resolving the issue perceived by many: the lack of enough cars at disposal.

It is not guaranteed that vehicle ownership will completely disappear in Italy, and if this would happen it would certainly take decades, but according to my research I believe there is for sure room for sharing mobility options to gain acceptance and increase their grip on the market.

The picture I presented, is for certain the beginning of a broader phenomenon, that will increase its grip on the market and in our everyday lives, as well. Anyway, I believe that asking a question like “where is the future, in access or in ownership?” would not be the right way to confront the problem. This may not really be a one or another choice, but instead account for some innovations and positive changes. As we had a deeper insight into the dynamics that regulate the field of mobility, we can conclude that here, innovations can have a huge range of actions, both because it is experiencing a significant growth, and because it is not working perfectly.

This has relevant implications, as people that are satisfied with the status quo would have no reasons for changing their behavior.
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